
STUDIO BERLIN | 14.06. – 10.07.2014

IMPORT PROJECTS | KEITHSTRASSE 10 | 10787 BERLIN | U WITTENBERGPLATZ

Thomas Adebahr | Marie Luise Birkholz | Emi Maria Bohacek
Paul Darius | Jan Fiege | Klaas Hübner | Thomas Korn | Him Lo  
Sebastian Omatsch | Sebastian Siechold | Daniel Stammet
Janin Walter | Sampson Wong | Wen Yau | Liu Yin | Josh Zielinski

During Studio Berlin Import Projects eschews its white cube status, functioning instead as an 
open studio for a group of artists from Mainland China, Hong Kong and Germany. Throughout the 
project’s duration the space at Keithstrasse will serve as a social hub, workshop, discussion and 
exhibition space. Testing the productive potential of both abstract and experiential approaches to 
place, the project will compare and contrast some of the key conditions of artistic life in Europe and 
China – building upon the reciprocal residency experiences.

program

14. june 1900 Conversation on Comparative Urbanism CN/HK/DE
 talk Thomas Adebahr and Nadim Samman in conversation with 
  artists Sebastian Siechold, Thomas Korn, Wen Yau & Liu Yin
27. june 1900  artist presentation | Thomas Korn, Wen Yau, Emi Maria Bohacek,  
 vernissage Marie-Luise Birkholz
03. july 1900  artist presentation | BAUREIHE # (Emi Maria Bohacek, 
  Jan Fiege, Sebastian Omatsch, Daniel Stammet), Him Lo,   
  Sebastian Siechhold, Liu Yin, Sampson Wong
10. july 1900  artist presentation | Jan Fiege, Klaas Hübner, Janin Walter, 
 finissage Paul Darius
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Re-Cycle
Glass, Water, Acrylic paint, 2014
Emi Maria Bohacek

A Metaphorical view on recycling and its cycles: a critical response to the methods of recycling on global 
trade and produktion networks, highlighting the quantities of water and energy requiered for such 
processes.



Wahnsinn (homage to all peaceful revolutionists)
intervention/performance/installation, 2014
Wen Yau

“Only for the sake of the hopeless ones have we been given hope.” -- Walter Benjamin

‘Wahnsin’ (amazing) is the word of the evening when the Berlin Wall came down on November 9th, 1989 
and people were flooding the border between the East and West Berlin. 25 years after the peaceful revolu-
tion, tram now runs quietly through the Bornholmer Strasse and Bösebrück (Böse Bridge) every day and 
flowers are 
blooming on the newly built tracks where the DDR border checkpoint was located in East Berlin.

wen yau transplants 119 plants from the tramway on Bornholmer Strasse by the Bösebrück to the gallery, 
and at the same time she seeds the same number of sunflowers at the same spot. While trams pass by 
every day there, will the sunflowers grow and flourish? The spatial displacement of plants shows the artist’s 
reflection upon the notion of unity of a nation, particularly in relation to her own experience of Hong Kong’s 
sovereignty returned to Mainland China in 1997. This project is also a homage to all revolutionists who have 
dedicated their effort to make social changes peacefully, and especially to those who sacrificed themselves 
anonymously in social movements.



“The name is Why Me”
Mixed media, 2014
Thomas Korn

This work deals with cliches. Or does it? It seems to celebrate 
stupidity
and naive images that are a constitutive feature of our everyday 
reality. Questioning his own position, Korn uses humor to engage 
serious topics through a kind of play. If there was a Chinese per-
son called ,Why Me´ he would say ,Why Not!



SUPERVISION
Steel 2014
Marie Luise Birkholz

The object SUPERVISION is a picture. It is based on observations 
of Chinese cityscapes during a research trip undertaken in 2013.
It reflects upon a prevailing contrast between contemporary 
building technologies and homemade steel objects. One feels 
invasion and care simultaneously.
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Bloody World Cup 
Mixed media, 2014
Him Lo

As a mega-event being held once in four years, 
the FIFA world club attracts football fans from all 
nation-states to devote themselves to sports spec-
tatorship, especially citizens who are cheering for 
their national teams. The spectacles and excitement 
are, however, sustained by a host of infrastructures 
and constructions, more often than not only made 
possible by large scale exploitation of labour and 
even the sacrifice of human lives. Although it claims 
to be a non-profit and social organization the FIFA 
operation involves numerous inhuman procedures. 
The dignity of the grassroots and the people who 
make the mega-event possible is not contained 
with the grand vision of this massive bureaucracy. 
My work utilises pig skins to assemble a projection 
screen, on which the FIFA ‘s logos are stamped - 
the screen through which excitement are projected 
is indeed made out of bloody processes and crush-
ing of labour rights.



I did not meet you in Berlin 
Mixed media, 2014
Sampson Wong

A wooden desk containing fifty capsules containing small 
wild flower specimens and four placards with protest 
slogans. All are artifacts owned by a Hong Kong sociol-
ogy professor named Fu, who resided in Berlin for two 
months in the late 1990s. During his stay he was loosely 
involved in various alliances fighting for the protection 
of Berlin’s wasteland/wildscapes. These alliances of-
ten involved disparate groups of participants, including 
ecologists, politicians, amateur researchers, students 
and so on. Altogether, they shaped how urban nature is 
perceived and regulated in Berlin. Fifteen years later Fu 
returned to Berlin and managed to recover these arti-
facts, reminiscing on his – albeit detached - participation 
and the nature of these movements.



BIOWALL 
Print media, 2014
Liu Yin

During her first stay in Berlin Liu Yin accompanied friends 
to enter Bio-markets. She found it interesting that many 
people love to purchase organic products and consume 
the concept of ‘BIO’ (the term ‘biological’ is a European 
term synonymous with ‘organic’). BIOfood and cosmetic 
products mean a safe, healthy living – friendly to the 
earth we live in. Inspired by consumer enthusiasm for 
the “organic”, Liu Yin presents a “BIO WALL” in the gal-
lery, proposed as an organic product, the piece suggests 
that the concept organic has penetrated so far into daily 
life that it takes on structural features.



Letter to the Chinese Embassy, unacknowledged 
Who is who? 60 x 80 cm Photography 
Performance, 2014
Sebastian Siechold

These works propose three different approaches to the Western media-hyped perception of “the most 
famous Chinese artist”. The act of dropping the sack at first seems to be violent. In fact, it distributes food 
for birds and constitutes an attempt to tell another story about meaning: without destroying art or destroy-
ing “destroyed art”. In a letter to the Chinese Embassy I tried to solicit the other side of the coin, and made 
some suggestions regarding another possible point of view on this artist. In 2010 an astronomer discov-
ered an asteroid and named it in honour of “the most famous Chinese artist”. The image that is used on 
the internet to depict this asteroid is not a true depiction of this celestial object. This example  has a great 
symbolic value for me when considering the whole case of “the most famous Chinese artist”.    



NEODYMIUM FOR THE WORLD 
Mixed media, 2014
Daniel Stammet

Let me play with something that I normally couldn’t afford. This kinetic object thematises the extrac-
tion of rare earth elements in china. Neodymium is used as a component in the alloys used to make 
high-strength magnets – powerful permanent magnets. These magnets are widely used in such prod-
ucts as microphones, professional loudspeakers, inear headphones, and computer hard disks, where 
low magnet mass or volume and strong magnetic fields are required. Larger neodymium magnets 
are used in high power versus weight electric motors and generators (for example aircraft and wind 
turbine electric generators).
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Jan Fiege
Title: 50 Cent / 1 Euro, 2014
Intervention



Josh Zielinski
No title 2014
found frames, found wood, permal paper, ink

I am interested in history and the visual representation of stories. In my work I am
concerned with the way stories communicate and the associations an image can evoke.
My imagery arises from my experiences, thoughts and feelings about the relational
tensions between history and mythology, nature and culture. The definitions of these
terms are always changing, and their relationships are constantly being reinterpreted.
I am not concerned with defining these relations or depicting their history. Instead I want to use their
imagery to create a space for possible narratives.



Paul Darius
Untitled 2014
Video

As his contribution for Studio Berlin Paul 
Darius confronts two videoworks in a site spe-
cific installation at import projects. by using 
video, sound and installation he tries to build 
a fragmentary bridge between work, daily life 
and recordings of an early morning in china. 
While one video shows the very first sequence 
he recorded at his first stay in china 2007, the 
second video cuts out a daily routine (filling 
and drinking a glass of water) that might have 
taken place here or anywhere in the world, 
but refers in a minimalist way on existential 
issues.



Xiaupeng Huang
Only You 2012
Video

This work is working with google translation.



Sebastian Omatsch und Klaas Hübner
Found Objects 2014
Sound Performance

Sebastian Omatsch and Klaas Hübner present 
their first collaborative sound performance, 
incorporating objects such as megaphones, 
toys and tubes collected during their travels in 
China to define space.



Janine Walter
Happy Ancestor 2014
Chinese totem money, Fortune Cookie

Chinese ancestor worship based on the belief 
that the spirits of the dead continue to dwell 
in the natural world and have the power to 
influence the fortune and fate of the living. 
The goal of this practice is to ensure the 
continued goodwill of the deceased towards 
their descendents, and to solicit favours and 
assistance. Rituals of ancestor worship most 
commonly consist of offerings to the deceased 
to provide for their welfare in the afterlife 
which is envisioned to be similar to the earthly 
life. The burning of spirit money enables the 
ancestor to purchase luxuries and necessities 
needed for a comfortable afterlife.



Liu Jiawen
Garden 2014
Video

Liu Jiawen stayed for a while in a friend’s vacant apartment. She wanted to know if
her creative state would improve if she did not have to live with her parents. How to
settle down in an unfamiliar surrounding? This question became a starting point for me
to build an intimate relationship with her. Garden became a kind of metaphor or private code for the five 
months that we lived and worked together. Garden is a space of intimacy.
Closely associated in daily life, we wander the streets together, work together, discuss
everything… During this process we observed, imitated and critiqued each other’s individual perceptions of 
our surroundings. It was a procedure of introspection and mutual assistance relating to everyday life and 
art. When we encountered different temporary scenes and occurrences, our own experiences and routines 
of art were refracted and examined again over again. For us, Garden was the strange grassland we found, 
the dinner we cooked together, the street we passed by many times. It was the video fragments you see 
here.


